Hamish Fulton
A Conceptual Walking Artist
Born in 1946 (London)

Works in a variety of media including photography, illustrations and wall print.

Walked in more than 25 countries over 30 years
"Walking is an artform in its own right"
“The physical involvement of walking creates a receptiveness to the landscape. I walk on the land to be woven into nature. A road walk can transform the everyday world and give a heightened sense of human history.”
CIRCLING BUZZARDS

MOVING DEER

GUSTING WIND

SLOCH HILTOP CAIRN
SCOTLAND 2 MARCH 1991
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Slioch Hilltop Cairn/ Circling Buzzards
Margate Walking

198 people attempting to walk in silence for seven clockwise circuits equi-spaced on the walls of Margate tidal bathing pool 3 March 2010

The Crow Speaks

Colours of the Rainbow
A seven day wandering walk Cairngorms Scotland Summer Solstice 1991

The rocks are alive in their homeland

Solstice full moon
A seven day circular walk Cairngorms Scotland June 1986
WIND THROUGH THE PINES

CLOUDS OF BREATH AND STEAM IN THE COLD CANDLE LIT AIR

SEVEN DAYS WALKING AND SEVEN NIGHTS CAMPING IN A WOOD CAIRNOORMS SCOTLAND MARCH 1995

SONG OF THE CHAFFINCH

CHANGING TUNE OF THE STREAM

WALKING FOR SEVEN DAYS IN A WOOD CAIRNOORMS SCOTLAND APRIL 1991

Wind Through the Pines

Monte Bianco
Other Work

**SMALL BIRDS**

A CONTINUOUS FOOTPATH AROUND BUTTERFLY COUNTRY HOUSES, KENT AND SUSSEX, ENGLAND, FULL MOON 16 MARCH 2011.

**A VIEW OF LICANCABUR FROM JORQUENCAL**

WALKING FROM AND TO THE VILLAGE OF MACHUCA AT 4050 METRES VIA THE TOP OF 4971 METRE CERRO JORQUENCAL SEVEN TIMES

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 NOVEMBER 2012, CHILE
Other Work

WALKING FROM AND TO THE VILLAGE OF MACHUCA AT 4050 METRES
7 ONE DAY WALKS 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 NOVEMBER 2012 CHILE

BOULDER

WALKING FROM AND TO THE VILLAGE OF MACHUCA AT 4050 METRES
7 ONE DAY WALKS 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 NOVEMBER 2012 CHILE

ANIMAL
PATHWAY
Other Work